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Let us march the streets to bring nothing but the best to you
cou·ture troop·ers : The name derives from the clear visual of how designers send their models
down the runway, dressed in ornate, highly-decorated clothing, marching the stage as if they are
troopers on a mission to send a message to the world.

COUTURE TROOPERS was created and established as an Online Art & Fashion magazine
publication in January 2012. It was spurred by the common passion for these interests,
told by its writers from different walks of lives.
The magazine celebrates the sheer notion of creativity, innovation, enticement and
excitement; channeling our vibe for good style in a totally unique and spontaneous
perspective for the fashion-savvy and anyone who enjoys a good read and coverage
of the fashion and arts scene.
It is the magazine’s greatest honour to be the Official Online Media Partner of
L’ILE AUX ASHBY’s pop-up store, held on 13 & 14 July 2012, at B.O.B. Showroom
(59 Eng Hoon Street).
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X
A POP-UP ARTIST COLLABORATION
FEATURING COUTURE TROOPERS’ GRAPHIC DESIGNER, ZUREENA WAHAP
For immediate release
THE ARTIST
Zureena Wahap is a 22 years old graphic designer who has
graduated from Interactive Media and Design course in
Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts in 2011.
A fashion-lover in the quirky style of Vivienne Westwood and
Jeremy Scott, as well as vibrant coloured prints, her signature style
in illustration is identified by kitschy strokes in caricature style,
strong implementation of bold colours in a mish-mash of art and
fashion, and a certain sense of graphic humour.
Beneath this creative mind, she has a mad addiction for music,
and counts Michelle Harper as her muse.
THE COLLABORATION
At L’ILE AUX ASHBY’s Pop-Up Store on 13 & 14 July 2012, look forward to an art installation
entitled ‘Attack of the Cari-Couture Troopers’, which is adapted from a re-imagined
world in the not-so-faraway future, that is dominated by robot-like troopers.
In this realm, colours and prints, which form the armours of the troopers, fuel them
with endless power to protect the galaxy from the evil monarchs.
By infusing the eclectic designs of L’ILE AUX ASHBY in a highlighted manner, the troopers
are well-protected and completely decked out in style, giving them a magnitude
strength to battle it out in a good fight, thus, saving the fate of the universe.
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